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T E X T

AMERICA II
So many of the false promises and blind alleys of America II1 arise not from any particular political per-

suasion, but from our posing. We imagine ourselves yeoman farmers2, and create a suburbia that does not

work. We imagine ourselves mountain men and mountain women in our mountain condos3 with computerized

sensors in the fireplace, and then wonder why we do not feel fulfilled. … We hire our own police to protect us,

to create the illusion of safety, and put walls around our communities, then wonder why all those people are5

coming over the walls. Sooner or later, our posturing4 must be sorted out, decisions must be made.

America II is a transitional period, a crossroads, a choice among three directions. The first road is the road

behind United States, the fading America of the smokestacks, giant metropolises, and seemingly unlimited

economic expansion.

The second road is the one that much of America is now on.10

It leads towards organized units that enforce social sameness, a commercialized nostalgia, a perversion of

traditional democratic values and American hungers, towards walled enclaves, cults of disposable friends,

overorganization, a kind of technological security that gives a false sense of protection while increasing our

society’s disruption. Down that road are private services for those who can afford them, and not much for

those who cannot.15

Down that road is that kind of world that Orwell and Huxley warned us against, though it will be much more

subtle and pervasive than they envisioned. …

The third road, which looks vaguely like the second, leads to a quite different potential. Down this third road,

which is poorly marked, are, indeed, dispersed cities and a new country, but within them is an intensified sense

of responsibility, the realization that the farther the society disperses physically, the more we need human20

connections. Down this third road, instead of disposable cults, we form stronger and more lasting bonds of

family and friendship; instead of walled enclaves, neighborhoods that reach out; instead of social and eco-

nomic buffering, a recommitment to racial equality and the sharing of economic troubles. Down this road are

communities, cities, and towns that approach some semblance of5 self-reliance, but in a way that ensures a

greater degree of equity; instead of a new countrified population that destroys the land it seeks to enjoy, a25

people who accept their stewardship6 of the land. … Down that road lies our home. c. 406 words

From: Richard Louv, America II. Harmondsworth: Penguin, pp. 302-304.

                                                  
1 America II: contemporary America as opposed to the America from the Founding Fathers to the present time
2 yeoman farmer: farmer who owns and works his land
3 condo(minium): block of apartments, each of which is owned by the people who live in it
4 posturing: trying to give a particular impression to other people
5 semblance of: likeness to
6 stewardship: caring, taking responsibility for
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WORKSHEET

Paraphrases credits

Paraphrase the following expressions from the text within the given context. You may change the sentence
structure. Do not use the words in italics.

1. … arise … from our posing. (ll.1-2) 3

2. ... our posturing must be sorted out (l.6) 3

3. … a new countrified population … (l.26) 3

Questions on the text

Answer the following questions on the text in complete sentences. Use your own words as far as possible.
Do not quote.

1. What are the contradictions of the lifestyle of America II ? 10

2. How does the life “down the third road” compare to that? Give a summary of its characteristics. 20

Translation

1. Translate the text from line 11 (“The second road …”) until line 18 (“…they envisioned.”). (105 words) 30

__
60

Good luck!!!


